
the higher standard colleges, and instead of only 369
(6.4 per cent.) graduates who were turned out by the
higher standard colleges in 1904, at the end of the
last session 2,412 (90.3 per cent.) graduated from
those institutions. In addition to the improvement in
preliminary qualifications, which represents only one

of the improvements brought about in medical educa¬
tion, it should also be stated that greatly increased
endowments have been secured, many schools having
received hundreds of thousands of dollars, while a

score or more have received gifts of millions; most
of the medical schools have erected new buildings,
have established better equipped laboratories, have
obtained more abundant clinical facilities, and, still
more important, have employed larger numbers of
skilled full-time teachers and developed better meth¬
ods of teaching in both the laboratory and the clinical
portions of the school. Instead of the large propor¬
tion of lectures or lecture clinics that constituted so

great a part of the former curriculum, now the stu¬
dent gets most of his clinical training at the bedside
of the patient, in small group clinics or in having
patients individually assigned to him.

Since the proportion of physicians to population in
the United States is still one to every 739 people, as

compared with one to every 1,500 to 2,500 in the Euro¬
pean countries, it is evident that the reduction in the
output of physicians each year has not been serious.
On the contrary, there has been a large increase in the
number of those who are much better qualified, both
by preliminary education and. medical training, to care

adequately for the sick, and to take a more active part
in the prevention of disease and the promotion of
public health.

NEW OBSERVATIONS ON VITAMINS
As a corollary to the investigation of deficiencies in

the diet and their relation to the so-called deficiency
diseases, students of nutrition are beginning to sum-
marize those positive properties of foods which give
them special value as stimulants of growth, as anti-
neuritic or antiscorbutic substances or as promoters
of well-being from the metabolic standpoint. These
properties or advantageous physiologic attributes
include the character of the protein, that is, its
capacity for yielding all of the amino-acids requisite
for the body's needs, the digestibility of the nutrients,
the amount and more particularly the suitability of the
inorganic components, and, most recently, the content
of vitamins of different types.

Not long ago, Osborne and Mendel,1 who have been
engaged under the auspices of the Carnegie Institu-
tion of Washington in extensive studies of the nutri-
tive factors in animal tissues, demonstrated that
ordinary butcher's meat, beef skeletal muscle, fur-
nishes protein entirely adequate for the needs of

1. Osborne, T. B., and Mendel, L. B.: Nutritive Factors in Animal
Tissues, I, Jour. Biol. Chem., 1917, 32, 309.

growing animals. This tissue, however, was found to
contain a far smaller proportion of the water-soluble
vitamin than occurs in the liver tissue of the pig, or
such now familiar tested sources of this essential
dietary constituent as yeast, corn germ, wheat embryo,
or milk. In view of this it was surprising to find, in
Osborne and Mendel's2 latest researches, that heart
muscle, in contrast with the skeletal variety just men¬

tioned, furnishes considerable of the water-soluble
vitamin so essential to nutritive welfare. Glandular
tissues, such as the pancreas, kidney and liver, had
been shown to be relatively rich in this vitamin. We
are now assured that it is likewise present in the brain
tissue.2 Furthermore, all of these gland foods con¬

tain proteins suitable for the nutrition of growing
animals. In this sense their protein quality is "com¬
plete" from the amino-acid standpoint.

It is not without related interest that such deriva¬
tives of the meat industry have some virtues at least
that are not associated with the muscular tissue.
Perhaps this will serve to give them a more dignified
place in dietetics, in which they have at times received
some unfavorable reputation as sources of purins and
therefore as precursors of uric acid. The latter no

longer holds the spell over medicine that it once had.
Osborne and Mendel2 have pointed out that their

various observations of the unlike value of different
animal tissues as sources of the water-soluble vitamin
closely parallel the findings of Cooper3 with respect to
the effectiveness of different tissues in postponing the
development of polyneuritis in pigeons fed on a diet
of polished rice. He found that the liver, cardiac
muscle, and cerebrum of the ox were much more effi¬
cient in preventing the onset of this disease than was
the ox voluntary muscle.

In 1914, Osborne and Mendel4 showed that cod
liver oil contains the fat-soluble vitamin comparable
with that in milk fat or butter and egg yolk fat, and
now associated with the promotion of growth. They
have now reported it to be present in the liver oil of
mammals, from which it was removed in the case of
the pig by extraction with ether. This likewise adds
a new property to the liver as a source of vitamins.

The apparent need of certain bacteria for substances
of the vitamin type has been referred to in Tin·:
Journal. Pacini and Russell5 seem to have demon¬
strated that the typhoid bacillus, in growing, produces
a vitamin that can be isolated and identified by proper
biologic methods. It is not radically surprising that
this should be so, when the richness of another micro-
biotic form—the yeast—in vitamin is recalled. One
naturally inquires how this may effect the general
metabolism and nutritive condition of typhoid patients.

2. Osborne, T. B., and Mendel, L. B.: Nutritive Factors in Animal
Tissues, II, Jour. Biol. Chem., 1918, 34, 17.

3. Cooper, E. A.: Jour. Hyg., 1912, 12, 436; 1914, 14, 12.
4. Osborne. T. B., and Mendel, L. B.: Jour. Biol. Chem., 1914,

17, 401.
5. Pacini, A. J. P., and Russell, Dorothy W.: The Presence of a

Growth-Producing Substance in Cultures of Typhoid Bacilli, Jour. [ill]ol.
Chem., 1918, 34, 43.
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